We present the first direct lattice-QCD calculation of the Bjorken-x dependence of the valence quark distribution in the pion. Using large-momentum effective theory (LaMET), we calculate the boosted pion state with long Wilson link operators. With lattice data calculated at 310 MeV pion mass, we illustrate the numerical impact of one-loop matching and meson mass corrections. Our results are comparable quantitatively with the results extracted from experimental data as well as from the Dyson-Schwinger equation. Future calculations at physical pion mass and larger momentum will be able to discern discrepancies in various existing analyses.
I. INTRODUCTION
The pion plays a fundamental role in QCD. As the lightest meson and the Goldstone boson associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, it provides an important testing ground for our understanding of nonperturbative QCD. Currently, our experimental knowledge of the pion structure comes primarily from the Drell-Yan data in pion-nucleon/pion-nucleus scattering [1] [2] [3] [4] . The valence quark distribution of the pion, q π v (x) with x being the fraction of the pion momentum carried by the active quark, has been extracted from these data [5] [6] [7] . Based on a next-to-leading order analysis including soft-gluon resummation, q π v (x) was found to behave as (1 − x) 2 at large x [7] . On the other hand, theoretical predictions of q π v (x) have been made using various methods that are not fully consistent with this large-x behavior. For example, the parton model [8] , perturbative QCD [9, 10] and analysis from Dyson-Schwinger equations [11] [12] [13] [14] suggest that the valence quark distribution should behave like (1 − x) a with a ≈ 2, while relativistic constituent quark models [15, 16] , Nambu-Jona-Lasinio models [17] [18] [19] [20] and other arguments [21] [22] [23] favor a linear dependence on 1 − x at large x. For a review of the experimental and theoretical status of the pion parton distribution function (PDF), see Ref. [24] . Lattice QCD should be able to shed light on this puzzling disagreement, provided that its computational potential can be extended beyond the first few moments of PDFs.
This became possible recently, thanks to largemomentum effective theory (LaMET) [25, 26] . According to the LaMET, the full PDF, instead of its first few moments, can be directly accessed from lattice QCD using the following method: 1) Construct an appropriate static-operator matrix element (now known as the quasi-PDF) that approaches the PDF in the large-momentum limit of the external hadron. The quasi-PDF constructed this way is usually dependent on the hadron momentum but time-independent, and, therefore, can be readily computed on the lattice. 2) Calculate the quasi-PDF on the lattice. 3) Convert it to the PDF through a factorization formula accurate up to power corrections suppressed by the hadron momentum. The existence of such a factorization is ensured by construction; for a proof, see Refs. [27] [28] [29] .
LaMET has been applied to computing various nucleon PDFs [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] as well as meson distribution amplitudes (DAs) [37, 38] , and yields encouraging results. The hard matching kernel appearing in the factorization of the quasi-PDF as well as quasi-DA has been computed in different schemes at one-loop order [29, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , while the corresponding mass corrections are available in Refs. [31, 37] . The renormalization property of the quasi-PDF has been investigated in Refs. [36, 40, 47, 48, [53] [54] [55] [56] , and a multiplicative renormalizability was established to all orders. In Refs. [35, 36] , a complete nonperturbative renormalization in the regularization-independent momentum-subtraction (RI/MOM) scheme has been implemented. Certain technical issues regarding the nonperturbative renormalization as well as other aspects of the quasi-PDF, were also raised and addressed in Refs. [32, 35, 36, 47, 48, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . In the state-of-the-art calculation of the unpolarized isovector quark PDF [65] (see also Ref. [66] ), the operator mixing at O(a 0 ) with a being the lattice spacing has been avoided, and the re-sult agrees with the global PDF fit [67] [68] [69] within errors. Besides direct lattice calculations, there have also been studies of the quasi-PDF or quasi-DA using various models [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] or in the heavy-quarkonium system [75] . In parallel with the progress using the LaMET approach, other proposals to calculate the PDFs in lattice QCD have been made [27, 28, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] , each of which are subject to their own systematics; however, these can be complementary to each other as well as to the LaMET approach.
In this paper, we carry out the first direct lattice calculation of the valence quark distribution in the pion using the LaMET approach. The calculation is done using clover valence fermions on an ensemble of gauge configurations with N f = 2+1+1 (degenerate up/down, strange and charm) flavors of highly improved staggered quarks (HISQ) [83] generated by MILC Collaboration [84] with lattice spacing a = 0.12 fm, box size L ≈ 3 fm and pion mass m π ≈ 310 MeV.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly review the procedure of extracting the pion valence quark PDF from the corresponding quasi-PDF. In Sec. III, we give lattice simulation details of the quasi-PDF matrix element. In Sec. IV, we present our final result, and compare with results available in the literature. Finally, we summarize in Sec. V.
II. FROM QUASI-PDF TO PDF IN THE PION
The quark PDF in the pion is defined as
where the pion has momentum P µ = (P 0 , 0, 0, P z ), ψ f ,ψ f are the quark fields of flavor f , n µ = (1, 0, 0, −1)/ √ 2 is a lightlike vector, x denotes the fraction of pion momentum carried by the quark, and
is the gauge link. The valence quark distribution is given
, and satisfies
The quark quasi-PDF can be defined in a similar way as Eq. 1:
except thatñ µ = (0, 0, 0, −1) is a spacelike vector. As pointed out in Ref. [39] , the Dirac matrix / n = γ z can also be replaced by γ t , which has the advantage of avoiding mixing with scalar PDF [47, 57] . The choice of γ t will be used throughout this paper.
The factorization connecting the quasi-PDF and the PDF was first presented in Refs. [25, 39] for bare quantities. Later on, it was shown [48, 55, 56] that the renormalization factor of the quasi-PDF depends on the separation between the two quark fields through an exponential Wilson-line mass renormalization, which has to be implemented nonperturbatively to remove power divergences in the lattice matrix element of the quasi-PDF. The nonperturbative renormalization can be done by performing an explicit lattice calculation of the Wilsonline mass counterterm [37, 54] , using the RI/MOM scheme [29, 35, 46] , or by forming a ratio of the lattice matrix elements of the quasi-PDF at two different momenta [29, 76, [85] [86] [87] . In the following, we will focus on the first choice for simplicity. The remaining two possibilities will be studied in a future publication. The renormalization then goes as follows:
whereh(λñ) is the coordinate-space matrix element on the right-hand side of Eq. 3 that defines the quasi-PDF. The mass counterterm δm has been calculated nonperturbatively on the lattice in Refs. [37, 38] ; here, we simply take the value δm = 253(3) MeV at a = 0.12 fm. The renormalization factors Z 1 and Z 2 come from the endpoint renormalization ofh(λñ) and will be fixed by an overall normalization in the present case. The factorization of the renormalized valence quark quasi-PDF in the pion, which does not have mixing with gluons, is theñ
whereμ and µ denote the renormalization or cutoff scale for the quasi-PDF and the PDF, respectively. m π is the pion mass. Following Refs. [39, 54] , we have computed the hard matching kernel C:
with C (1) given in the Appendix and δC
For the Dirac matrix γ t used throughout this paper, the meson-mass correction has the same form as that for the helicity distribution in Ref. [31] , as can be explicitly checked. We skip the step in Ref. [31] of extrapolating to infinite meson momentum to remove higher-twist corrections, since the parametrization used there was too simple and also the higher-twist corrections are expected to be numerically small in the present case.
III. LATTICE CALCULATION SETUP
Our lattice setup has been described in the Introduction. We hypercubic (HYP)-smeared [88] the gauge links (with one step) and then tuned the clover parameters to recover the lowest pion mass of the staggered quarks in the sea [89] [90] [91] [92] .
On these configurations, we calculate the timeindependent, nonlocal (in space, chosen to be the z direction) correlators of a pion with a finite-P z boost
where U z is a discrete gauge link in the z direction, P = {0, 0, P z } is the momentum of the pion, and Γ = γ t . To control the systematics due to contamination by excited states, we vary the Gaussian smearing parameter to better capture the excited state, leaving the signal for the ground-state pion cleaner. In addition, we use a simultaneous fit of the pion matrix element three-point correlators with four source-sink pion separations, 0.72, 0.84, 0.96 and 1.08 fm. First, we use the "two-state" analysis described in Ref. [92] to obtain the ground-state pion matrix elements using all 4 source-sink separations. A second extraction uses this method but only the largest two separations. Finally, we use the "two-twoRR" analysis (see Ref. [92] for details), which includes an additional matrix element related to excited states. The detailed procedure for treating excited-state systematics can be found in Ref. [92] for the nucleon-charge case. Fig. 1 shows the real part of the matrix element for P z = 1.32 GeV using various combinations of data and analysis strategy. We will use matrix elements from the "two-twoRR" analysis in the later PDF analysis. We use multiple values of pion boost momenta, P z = {0, 0, n 2π L }, with n ∈ {2, 3, 4}, which correspond to 0.86, 1.32 and 1.74 GeV pion boost momenta.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present our numerical results for the valence quark distribution in the pion and discuss their physical implications. We first Fourier transform the renormalized lattice data to momentum spacẽ
form the valence distributionq R (x) +q R (−x), and then apply the one-loop matching and meson mass corrections.
To illustrate the impact of these corrections, we show the results before and applying these corrections at two different momenta P z = 2 and 4 in Fig. 2 . As can be seen from the plots, increasing the pion momentum from The pion boost momentum used here is Pz = {6}π/L. The "two-two" and "two-twoRR" analysis uses all four source-sink separations while the "two-two2tsep" uses only the largest two source-sink separations. One can see that our final ground-state pion matrix elements are consistent among different ways of extracting the matrix elements. "two-twoRR" analysis includes additional excited-state contribution; thus its errors are consistently larger even when comparing with those only extracting from larger separation where the three-point correlators are noisier.
2 to 4 tends to lift the peak at x = 0. For both momenta, the one-loop matching has a sizable contribution and shifts the original quasi-PDF towards the physical region [0, 1], whereas the meson mass corrections are numerically rather small.
In Fig. 3 , we show the meson momentum dependence of the valence-quark distribution. Increasing P z tends to shift the distribution towards x = 0 and also lifts the peak at x = 0, but its impact is much milder compared to the one-loop matching. This indicates that improving the perturbative matching is more important than having larger meson momentum in the present case. The plots in Fig. 3 also exhibit an oscillatory behavior, which is more clearly visible in the lower plot. It comes presumably from the cutoff effect or truncation error in z in the functionh R (z).
In our earlier work [32] on the nucleon PDF, we proposed a "derivative" method to improve the above truncation error. To be concrete, we take the derivative of the renormalized nucleon matrix elements ∂ zhR (z), whose Fourier transform differs from the original matrix element in a known way:
where we can ignore boundary terms since the matrix elementh R (z) vanishes at large z. We also applied this method to the present lattice data, and compared the results before and applying this trick in Fig. 4 ; one plot for q cillation. This is more clearly visible in the lower plot of Fig. 4 .
We then compare in Fig. 5 our final results with computations from the Dyson-Schwinger equation [14] (DSE) and from a phenomenological fit to Drell-Yan data [7] (ASV). We have set our renormalization scale to be µ = 4 GeV, in accordance with the experimental fit [7] , whereas the DSE result is at 5.2 GeV. Outside the physical region, our result has a small but nonzero contribution. By going to higher pion momentum and accuracy in matching, this unphysical contribution shall be further reduced. Within the physical region, our result decreases more slowly than the DSE and ASV results at large x, and has a lower peak at x = 0, as can be seen from the upper plot. This will also improve once we have lattice data at smaller pion masses and higher pion momentum. When plotted as xq π v (x), as was usually adopted in the literature, the discrepancy at small x among the three results gets suppressed, while it gets enhanced at large x.
We point out several potential sources of uncertainty or artifact in the above analysis, which we aim to improve in the future. First, the contribution in the unphysical region depends on the pion momentum as well as on the unphysical pion mass used in this calculation. If we have a larger pion momentum and a pion mass closer to its physical value, the contribution at large x will be further reduced, and accordingly, the small x contribution will be enhanced. Second, the matching implemented here is at one-loop order. It has a sizable effect and shifts the result towards the physical region. It is therefore important to investigate the impact of higher-order matching, in order to reduce uncertainties due to perturbative matching. Third, the present calculation is carried out at one lattice spacing, we'll need data at more lattice spacings to have a continuum extrapolation. Fourth, the Wilson line mass renormalization implemented here can be further improved by using the RI/MOM scheme renormalization or by taking the ratios of the lattice matrix elements of the quasi-PDF at two different momenta. Last but not least, we also need simulations with larger volumes to keep control of the finite volume effect.
V. SUMMARY
In this work, we presented the first direct lattice calculation of the Bjorken-x dependence of the valence-quark distribution in the pion. Our exploratory result using the LaMET approach at 310-MeV pion mass already exhibits 
FIG. 4.
Comparison between the results using and without using the derivative method proposed in our earlier work [32] , for the largest momentum 4 in units of 2π/L.
promising features compared with previous attempts at determining the pion valence-quark distribution. Our distribution is comparable quantitatively with the results extracted from experimental data as well as from the Dyson-Schwinger equation. Future calculations at physical pion mass and larger momentum will be able to discern discrepancies in various existing analyses. Further improvement on this calculation will be pursued with smaller lattice spacing which will allow us to research larger pion momentum while keeping the discretization small and higher statistics for more precise results.
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APPENDIX: ONE-LOOP MATCHING
In this Appendix, we present the result of the one-loop matching coefficient C (1) in Eq. 5 
where Λ(x) = Λ 2 + x 2 P 2 z . We have not taken the Λ xP z limit, because they could be of the same order on the lattice.
